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nications (SAFEST) – a tunable and latency-aware enhancement to Tor that attempts to alleviate this latter
cause of Tor’s slowness. SAFEST extends existing work
on link-based routing [17, 18] in which clients (sometimes called initiators) weigh relay selection based on
the expected end-to-end (e2e) cost of link performance
indicators such as latency, AS hop count, and jitter.

This paper describes our experiences as researchers
and developers during red teaming exercises of the
SAFEST anonymity system. We argue that properly
evaluating an anonymity system — particularly one that
makes use of topological information and diverse relay
selection strategies, as does SAFEST— presents unique
challenges that are not addressed using traditional red
teaming techniques. We present our efforts towards
meeting these challenges, and discuss the advantages of a
collaborative red teaming paradigm in which developers
play a supporting role during the evaluation process.
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SAFEST differs from existing anonymity systems in
its ability to establish reliable channels with predictable
QoS characteristics. In contrast to existing anonymity
systems which rely on immutable relay selection algorithms, SAFEST allows the sender to provide a relay selection policy that precisely defines the manner in which
relays are chosen for anonymous paths. This effectively lets the initiator control the e2e performance of her
anonymous paths, since a path’s performance is dictated
in large part by the network conditions and available resources at its constituent segments. Built on top of the
existing Tor platform, SAFEST leverages distributed Internet embedding systems [5] to provide compact encodings of network state. Using these embedding systems,
SAFEST provides a mechanism for initiators to make informed choices when selecting relays. This flexibility
permits more fine-tuned relay selection and better conforms to applications’ specific performance requirements
(e.g., latency, bandwidth, jitter, etc.).

Introduction

The need for secure, dependable, and high performance
systems to enable anonymous communication in the
presence of eavesdroppers has been the focus of much
research in the past several years (cf. the survey by
Sampigethay and Poovendran [15]). Perhaps the most
successful of these efforts is the volunteer-operated Tor
network [7], recently estimated to enhance the privacy of
as many as hundreds of thousands of daily users [9].
Unfortunately, as has been pointed out by the network’s operators [8], Tor suffers from significant congestion, leading to latencies and bandwidths that are an order
of magnitude worse than those offered by unprotected
direct communication. As has been noted in previous
work, Tor’s performance problems are due in part to the
asymmetry between the number of clients and anonymizing relays [8], the presence of bandwidth-intensive filesharers on the network [13], and the use of latencyagnostic relay selection strategies [2, 17, 18].
In this paper, we describe our experiences as developers during recent red teaming efforts to test and analyze
Selectable Anonymity for Enabling SAFER Telecommu-

SAFEST’s features — in particular, its use of network topology information to construct better performing anonymous paths — present a number of interesting challenges for experimentation and evaluation. Since
SAFEST permits a variety of relay selection strategies
whose performance depends on dynamic network conditions, accurately modeling realistic deployments becomes critically important for evaluating the system’s effectiveness. Drawing on our experiences as SAFEST developers and as observers of its red teaming evaluation,
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• Reproducible: An experiment can be run multiple
times and produce similar results.

the focus of this paper is on (1) the challenges inherent in
analyzing the security properties of an anonymity system
and (2) best practices that may be applied to meet these
challenges.

Configurability and controllability enable a researcher
to rapidly iterate through experiments, validating different attack vectors or tweaking system parameters. At
the same time, controllability, measurability, and reproducibility allow data from separate experiments to be
comparable.
Perhaps counterintuitively, we argue that live deployments are not well-suited for regularly conducting anonymity experiments. Although they offer maximum realism, live networks are difficult to configure,
making it difficult to generalize the results of any particular experiment beyond the tested network. Moreover, a live anonymity network does not exist in isolation and may be affected by uncontrollable and unpredictable events that occur on the Internet (e.g., routing
changes, traffic bursts, etc.), making it more difficult
to reproduce experimental results. Finally, experimenting on live anonymity networks may expose its users
to risk [3, 19], since experimental changes may detrimentally affect user’s anonymity. There are no currently
widely accepted community standards for conducting research on live anonymity networks [19].

Contributions. We present our initial efforts towards
mitigating the challenges associated with evaluating a
system such as SAFEST. In particular, we describe the
development of a clonable and scalable network topology that accurately models network characteristics as
well as client behavior.
We additionally describe our experiences, from our
vantage point as “Blue Team” researchers and developers, participating in interactive red teaming exercises.
During the red team evaluation, we operated in concert
with an independent and external team of “attackers” to
discover possible weaknesses in our design and implementation. We argue that this collaborative model in
which the Red Team does not act in strict isolation is crucial for framing realistic attack scenarios and analyzing
a complex and topology-aware anonymity system.
Finally, we describe how our combined Red
Team/Blue Team exercises led to the discovery of a new
variation in a class of attacks on Internet embedding systems that may not otherwise have been found by the Red
Team working alone.

Challenge 2: Constructing realistic topologies. The
performance of any network overlay is partially dependent on the configuration of the network on which
it is deployed. In particular, an anonymity network’s
throughput is a function of the bandwidth available at
its anonymizing relays; e2e path latencies are comprised
in part from the latencies between relays; and jitter on
the overlay results from both transient network effects
as well as changing workloads on the network’s nodes.
Studies that rely on overly simplistic topologies risk
missing effects that may produce degraded performance
or anonymity under more realistic conditions. Even for
anonymity systems in which performance is less critical,
the failure to consider network characteristics may cause
researchers to overlook attacks that leverage network effects (e.g., the loss or delay of a particular message).
Carefully constructing topologies is necessary to understand (1) how an anonymity protocol will function under various network conditions and (2) how attackers can
exploit topological information to decrease participants’
anonymity. This is particularly critical for evaluating
“network-aware” anonymity systems such as SAFEST
where relay selection is fully dependent on the perceived
network topology.

We begin by describing in more detail the unique challenges of evaluating a performance-driven anonymity
system.
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Challenges

Measuring the performance and anonymity characteristics of an Internet-based anonymity system presents a
number of interesting research challenges. We highlight
some of these challenges below.
Challenge 1: Utilizing an expressive measurement
framework.
We require an effective measurement
framework that enables controlled testing of the system.
This framework should provide a number of capabilities:
• Configurable: The design of the network and the
nodes within it can be precisely specified with as
few constraints as possible;
• Controlled: Inputs are limited to those specified by
the experimenter. This isolation is necessary to allow developers and testers to better reason about the
system’s behavior;
• Measurable: Traces, logs, and other data can be
obtained from any point of the network; and

Challenge 3: Accurately modeling client behavior.
Accurately modeling client behavior is especially chal2

Framework
DETER

lenging when experimenting with anonymity systems.
A correct anonymity system will, by design, thwart attempts at understanding the (potentially highly variant)
behavior of its users. Hence, previous efforts at quantifying client behavior on live networks rely on statistical sampling [13, 20]. Although such approaches may
be used to approximate user behavior, they are inherently biased toward existing behavior on current networks rather than on desired usage. For example, although the latencies on Tor are too high to permit realtime video communication, users of the anonymity service may appreciate such a capability and might participate in anonymous video conferencing if it were possible.
Enumerating and characterizing client behavior is particularly challenging for SAFEST. Since the anonymity
system enables clients to choose diverse relay selection
strategies, a significant challenge during SAFEST’s red
teaming exercises was determining appropriate client behavior according to a variety of communication requirements.

ExperimenTor

Shadow

Limited scalability

Modified binaries,
slower than real time

perimentation. Both frameworks are designed for measuring performance characteristics on large virtual deployments, and support the execution of unmodified (or
slightly modified) binaries on top of emulated [3] or simulated [11] network topologies.
For the SAFEST exercises, we utilized ExperimenTor
for system development and the DETER testbed [6, 14]
for the red teaming exercises. The DETER testbed is a
public facility for medium-scale repeatable experiments
in computer security. Built using the University of Utah’s
Emulab software, the DETER testbed has been configured and extended to provide effective containment for
a variety of computer security experiments. In our setting, DETER allows us to run SAFEST code on reserved
(i.e., not shared) machines and reconfigure the topology
according to our needs.
Table 1 presents a high-level comparison of experimental frameworks for testing anonymity systems. A
more thorough discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of various experimental frameworks is beyond
the scope of this paper; interested readers may refer to the
arguments motivating the development of ExperimenTor
and Shadow [3, 11].

3.2

Topology Generation

Accurate testing depends upon a network topology that
captures certain characteristics of the real world Internet:
it must have a diversity of link latencies and link bandwidths, as well as a sufficient number of nodes to instantiate a diverse set of paths within the overlay network.
In our testing of SAFEST on DETER, we made use
of a three tier “core-stub-node” topology. Our topology,
depicted in Figure 1, is a three level tree in which all application nodes operate at the leaves of the tree, the ‘core’
is the root of the tree, and ‘stubs’ are branches. The root
of our experimental topology consisted of three core root
nodes, each of which connects to three stub nodes. Each
stub contains five application nodes. The resulting topol-

Methodology

In what follows, we present our experiences before and
during the red teaming SAFEST exercises, and in particular, describe the methods we applied as developers to
meet the above challenges.

3.1

Disadvantage(s)
Limited resources
and contention

Table 1: Experimental frameworks for Internet testing. We relied on ExperimenTor for SAFEST development and DETER
for the red teaming exercises.

Challenge 4: Accurately modeling adversarial behavior.
There is a large body of work that considers attacks against anonymity systems (cf. the survey by Sampigethaya and Poovendran [15]). Attackers can be classified both according to their abilities —
e.g., administrators of large networks, botmasters, individual rogue operators, etc. — as well as their motives — e.g., to break anonymity, to disrupt the network,
and (for performance-centric anonymity services such as
SAFEST) to degrade performance. Moreover, compared
to closed distributed systems with more stringent access controls, anonymity systems that rely on volunteeroperated relays have a comparatively large attack surface: attackers can be either external to the network, or
may operate as malicious insiders (e.g., relay operators).
A significant challenge of red-teaming an anonymity system is thus to model realistic adversaries and quantify the
risk they pose to the network.
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Advantage(s)
Actual
hardware,
on-the-fly configuration changes
Unmodified binary
emulation, real time
experiments
Low hardware costs,
scalable

Experimental Framework

Recently, the ExperimenTor [3] and Shadow [11] frameworks have been proposed for anonymity system ex3

DETER testbed. The redundancy in the experimental
setups provides independent control and experiment settings for better measuring the effects of configuration or
protocol changes. In a time-constrained evaluation session, the dual setups have the additional advantage of
providing a failover instance if aggressive experimentation results in the primary experimental instance becoming non-functional.

3.3

Client Behavior

Many different types of traffic flow through the Tor network today. The vast majority is standard HTTP web
traffic [13]. Despite the fact that HTTP traffic comprises a significant fraction of Tor traffic, additional
types of traffic should be considered when evaluating an
anonymity system such as Tor. For instance, modifications which exclusively aim to enhance the performance
of one particular class of applications may have an adverse effect on other application classes.
When evaluating SAFEST, we sought to model a variety of potential uses for a performance-driven anonymity
system. Our clients engaged in several behaviors intended to capture the performance characteristics associated with these uses.
First, each client uses curl to request files of various
sizes from a remote web server. We use a range of file
sizes intended to capture regular web browsing activity,
where most files are under 500K; we additionally model
“bulk” downloaders who regularly transfer large files.
Second, clients periodically engage in fixed bit-rate
communication with a destination server for a randomlyselected period of time. This is designed to capture the
characteristics important to low-latency applications (in
particular, VoIP clients).

Figure 1: Experiment topology on DETER. The disconnected
node in the top-right corner is used to control the experiments
and does not participate in the anonymity network.

ogy contains 45 application nodes, providing a wide variety of possible paths through the overlay network while
minimizing the hardware required.
To create a diversity of link latencies and bandwidths,
we randomly select bandwidths and latencies from a distribution that approximates the variety of latencies and
bandwidths present on the Internet. Core and corestub connections are high bandwidth and low latency
to simulate the Internet backbone, while leaf connections are lower bandwidth and higher latency to simulate
last-mile connections. Core latencies were chosen uniformly at random from [10, 18] ms; leaf latencies were
selected uniformly at random from [20, 68] ms. The core
bandwidths were sampled from a distribution that cross
references the geographic distribution of Tor clients in
early 2011 with bandwidth rates from those countries.
The bandwidth data were obtained from NetIndex.com,
which aggregates SpeedTest.net data1 .
These sample distributions, while not exact representations of real-world bandwidths and latencies, provide
a varied performance experience for nodes within the
topology, and permits anonymous paths with diverse performance characteristics.

3.4

Evaluation Methodology

The need for red teaming a security application is well
understood, and there has been much work to develop
standards for assessing information security [10, 16]. As
early as 1973 Clark Weissman [21] developed a ‘Flaw
Hypothesis Methodology’ which delineated the steps involved in a successful penetration test, and this methodology is still used in some form today. Two early studies [1, 12] explored the benefits of penetration testing
systems security using this methodology. However, both
studies viewed the ‘testing phase’ of penetration testing
as best done as a “Gedanken” or thought experiment,
rather than something performed by active red team attackers.

Utilizing dual-frameworks. We deployed two duplicate instances of the experimental configuration on the
1 Speedtest.net [http://speedtest.net] is a service that permits end users to identify the speed of their network connections
by downloading files from known ‘fast’ servers and measuring the
throughput.
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• Sandboxing: During the evaluation period, postExploitation, the Red Team and co-located system
developers discuss the vulnerabilities discovered by
the Red Team. During this stage, system developers
and Red Team members discuss and tweak parameters in the running experimental instance to better characterize the vulnerabilities and measure their
severity. As we argue in what follows, the intersection of Red Team focus and system developer expertise can perceive more specific issues than either
independently.
• Risk Analysis and Quantification: Red Team members quantify their assessment of the risks posed by
the identified vulnerabilities. These assessments are
validated by the system developers.

Today red teaming usually takes one of two forms:
overt and covert. Overt testing involves internal and/or
external evaluation of a system with the knowledge and
support of the system’s operators. In contrast, covert testing occurs without the knowledge of the developers or
IT staff. Traditionally, neither overt nor covert testing is
performed with the active participation or cooperation of
system developers.
The majority of literature concerning security testing
focuses on red teaming a particular instance of a system, network, or corporate entity, rather than on testing
the design of a system. For example, in recommending
whether to choose overt or covert testing, NIST states:
Overt testing is less expensive, carries less
risk than covert testing, and is more frequently
used– but covert testing provides a better indication of the everyday security of the target organization because system administrators will
not have heightened awareness. [16]

This enhanced evaluation methodology can provide
greater clarity into the vulnerabilities exposed by a system, while the system developer involvement in the process engenders greater ownership of the identified issues.
Critically, the organization overseeing the development and evaluation effort must reinforce that identified
vulnerabilities do not affect project performance, or evaluation processes can swiftly turn antagonistic.

Importantly, this distinction does not apply to testing a
design, since a design, unlike an instance, has no system
administrators. When evaluating the design of a system
— as is the case in the SAFEST exercises — there is little
benefit for the red teaming to be covert.
While the attack vectors are slightly different when
focusing on a distributed anonymity system, a successful evaluation and red team exercise for an anonymity
system retains many of the elements from standard red
team exercises. Below, we describe the components of
the SAFEST red teaming exercises, including the addition of the Sandboxing phase that emphasizes the nonadversarial relationship between the system developers
and the Red Team.
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The School of Fish Attack: An Example
of Collaborative Red Teaming

The Red Team identified several previously unknown
vulnerabilities in the tested SAFEST implementation. In
what follows, we describe one such exploit — the School
of Fish attack — and discuss how the attack’s discovery
was made possible due to the interactions between the
system’s designers and its evaluators. We emphasize that
the main contribution of this paper is not the discovery
of the School of Fish attack, but rather the argument that
collaborative red teaming offers advantages over more
traditional and isolated red teaming approaches. The example below is intended to highlight these advantages.

• Scope Setting and Brainstorming: System designers and Red Team members meet prior to the evaluation exercises to identify attack surfaces that are
in scope and discuss potential attack vectors. This
aids the Red Team, who may be unfamiliar with the
particulars of a new anonymity system.
• Independent Vulnerability Analysis: The Red Team
analyzes the applicable attack surface of the system,
documents potential vulnerabilities, and develops a
plan of attack for evaluating those vulnerabilities.
(Vulnerabilities in the baseline Tor software were
treated as “out-of-scope” for the purpose of this
red teaming exercise since any released Tor patches
could be applied to the SAFEST codebase.)
• Exploitation: During the evaluation period, the Red
Team attempts to independently implement the attacks that they have developed against the system.

Background. To provide low latency anonymous circuits, SAFEST makes use of a virtual coordinate embedding system. Each relay is assigned an n-dimensional
virtual coordinate such that the Euclidean distance between any two relays’ coordinates should serve as a useful estimate of the latency between the pair. SAFEST
currently uses a slightly modified version of the Vivaldi
virtual coordinate system [5]: each relay selects another
relay at random, requests its coordinate, and empirically
measures the roundtrip time between them; the requesting relay then adjusts its coordinate to reduce the difference between the virtual and empirical distances.
Since SAFEST uses virtual distances to estimate the
costs of routing between relays, an adversary who games
5

Figure 2: A malicious relay (red circle)
joins the network and is located next
to a number of targeted honest relays
(grey circles).

Figure 3: The malicious relay slowly
adjusts its coordinates, causing a
“School of Fish” effect in which the
victims (grey nodes) follow it to an
undesirable location in the coordinate
space.

the coordinate system can harm anonymity by causing
malicious relays to appear more attractive (or conversely,
non-malicious relays to appear less attractive). To mitigate such attacks, SAFEST implements a simple security
mechanism: before a relay accepts an advertised coordinate from a peer, it assesses whether updating its own coordinate based on the advertised coordinate will increase
or decrease its error using the most recently observed
coordinates and empirical measurements. Here, error
is defined as the median difference between the virtual
(v1 , . . . , vk ) and actual (d1 , . . . , dk ) distances between itself and k of its neighbors.
That is,
k
[
error = median( |vi − di |)

Figure 4: Even after the malicious relay stops its attacks, the SAFEST security mechanism (police officer) prevents the honest relays from migrating
back to their original positions.

In collaboration with the Red Team, the developers were
able to reason about the behavior of the system during
the tested attack.
The interaction between the two teams aided the Red
Team in refining their attack. In particular, with input
from the developers, the Red Team discovered that our
simple coordinate security check could be exploited to
worsen an attack against the coordinate system, under
certain network conditions. By introducing a “choke
point” in the network — a capability available to a moderately advanced attacker — the adversary was able to
cause a School of Fish effect in which many honest relays in a network partition slowly followed a malicious
relay to far off regions of the coordinate space (Figures 2
and 3). After the adversary halted the attack and the
network became unpartitioned, the coordinate protection
mechanism prevented the system from re-stabilizing for
a period of time (Figure 4) since the affected relays did
not trust the now far-away coordinates offered by their
unaffected (but still honest) peer relays.
Our current research efforts explore strategies to defeat this newly identified attack, including the use of recently proposed coordinate protection schemes [4].

i=1

If the error increases by more than a threshold amount,
the requesting relay does not update its coordinate. Conceptually, the security measure ensures that an advertised
coordinate will not too adversely influence a relay’s own
coordinate.
Discovering the School of Fish attack.
During the
red teaming exercises, the Red Team attempted to isolate
a targeted honest relay to make it appear less attractive.
The attack consisted of using malicious relays to advertise carefully selected but incorrect virtual coordinates in
order to “push” the targeted relay to a far off region of
the coordinate space. Due to SAFEST’s coordinate protection mechanism, the attack was unsuccessful.
Importantly, however, the presence and participation
of SAFEST developers during the red teaming exercises
helped lead to the discovery of a novel attack. When the
above described attack failed, the developers were able
to explain why it failed during the Sandboxing process.
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Lessons Learned

Successfully evaluating a distributed network anonymity
system is a difficult task. The evaluation framework,
the tested topologies, and the behavior of the clients, relays, and adversaries must be carefully configured in order to thoroughly exercise the elements of the anonymity
system. These challenges are especially pronounced
for network-aware anonymity systems such as SAFEST
6

where the behavior of the system depends on the perceived network environment.
The SAFEST red teaming exercises were successful
because we used an experimental framework (DETER)
that allows on-the-fly adjustments and effective measurement. We developed a topology and client behavior
model that tested the elements of the SAFEST system.
And perhaps most importantly, the collaborative organization of the red teaming exercises and the high level of
interaction between the system developers and the Red
Team enabled the discovery of a vulnerability located
within a security mechanism that might not otherwise
have been detected.
From our experiences as developers during the
SAFEST red teaming process, we can extract several
lessons from our methodology that may be applied to
other red teaming exercises:

The focus of red teaming exercises against distributed
anonymity systems should not exclude the ability to subvert the network, since sufficient vulnerabilities may
compromise the system in the aggregate (for example,
the ability to partition the network permits the discovered
School of Fish attack). Red teams should pay particular focus on the areas where the behavior of an attacker
may compromise anonymity without necessarily assuming complete control.
Lesson 3: A successful collaborative red teaming exercise requires careful organization. The advantages
of having a third-party evaluate the security of a system
depend on the ability of the evaluators to freely assess
the system without biases from the developers. In a collaborative red team exercise, this independence should
be strictly maintained: the red team should operate according to their own plans and without influence from
developers. During the red teaming process, the developers should maintain only a supporting role, answering
questions and helping to explain system behavior.
The relationship between the red team and the developers should not be adversarial. In particular, it should
be the common goal of each group to identify (and possibly resolve) vulnerabilities. To enable participants to
communicate freely without the need for self-censorship,
there should be no repercussions to the developers for detected vulnerabilities.

Lesson 1: Developer participation in red teaming
should not be verboten.
Conventional red teaming
exercises are usually carried out without developers’ participation, and sometimes without their knowledge [16].
There is obvious and well-established value in maintaining independence between system designers and evaluators: the persons testing a system should not abide by the
same set of assumptions and prejudices as the system’s
developers.
However, we argue that testers can benefit from the
insights and experiences that may be offered by the system’s designers. We highlighted one such example in
the case of SAFEST in which interactions between developers and evaluators led to the discovery of a novel
attack. But more generally, there is a definite benefit to
gaining feedback of attacks (both successful and unsuccessful) from developers (i.e., the “sandboxing” process
described in Section 3.4). Given the time constraints imposed on any realistic red teaming scenario, the behavior of complex and oftentimes distributed systems is best
explained by the system’s architects. The availability of
this knowledge only benefits the red team.

Lesson 4: Physical presence matters.
During
SAFEST testing, the Red Team and SAFEST developers were co-located for the duration of the evaluation
stage. This made possible the sandboxing phase of the
evaluation methodology and likely reduced any confusion that would have been due to high latency communication. We advocate that future red teaming exercises
adopt this model. Onsite access to developers enables
more immediate and unfettered collaborations, and promotes the use of developers as available resources during
the red teaming process.

Lesson 2: The network should be considered an attack surface. The attack surface of an anonymity system differs somewhat from that of a standard computer
system. Red teams and penetration exercises are typically focused on gaining unauthorized access and subverting intended behavior. However, in a distributed
anonymity system such as SAFEST, compromising a single element of the network may be insufficient to break
anonymity, and common attack vectors such as social engineering and phishing to obtain passwords have little
meaning.
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Conclusion

This paper recounts our experiences as SAFEST developers during the system’s red teaming exercises. We argue
that a network-aware anonymity system such as SAFEST
presents new and interesting challenges for red teaming,
and that a useful tool for meeting these challenges is the
inclusion of system developers and designers in the red
teaming process.
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